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Let X be an arbitrary Banacb space, and K(z) an analytic family of compact 
operators, defined on a domain 52. Steinberg recently proved [6] that 
T(z) = I + K(z) h as a meromorphic inverse on Q if f  T(x) is invertible at 
some point of 52, and gave a sufficient condition that a pole of T-l(z) be 
simple. In this article, we shall give two necessary and sufficient conditions 
that a pole z, of T-l(z) be simple. In the first section, a factorization of 
T(z) at z, leads to the condition that the dimension g of the kernel of T(x,) 
be equal to the weak order v, which is the order of the zero of det(l + L(z)) 
at z0 for any factorization T(z) = (I + L(x)) A(z) in which L(z) has finite 
rank and A(z) is invertible. A necessary and sufficient geometric condition 
that Y = g at h = 0 for a regular pencil Y + hW of n x 71 matrices is 
obtained in the second section, and is extended to the general case in the 
third; it asserts that 
37 = ran T(z,) @ Kl ker T(z,,) 
where K(x) = K, + (z - z,J Kl + **e. Thus the first two coefficients 
decide the question of a simple pole. 
A related article is [5]. 
The range, kernel and spectrum of an operator T are denoted by ran T, 
ker T and u(T), the span of a set S by sp S, and the dimension of a subspace Y 
or projection P by dimY or dim P. The symbol @ denotes direct sum, 
not necessarily orthogonal sum, since the space 9” need not have an inner 
product. 
1. A FACTORIZATION THEOREM 
A point z, at which T(q) is not invertible will be called a we& zero of T(z). 
I f  z,, is such a point, let r be a positively oriented circle about the origin 
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containing no other points of u(T(z,,)). For z sufficiently close to z,, , the 
projection 
P(x) = (1/2ti) 1 (h - T(z))-l dh 
r 
(1.1) 
reduces T(x) and is analytic in x. The operator T(z,) is invertible on 
(I - P(z,,))% and nilpotent on P(z,,)X. The geometric multiplicity g of the 
eigenvalue 0 of T(z,,) is dim ker T(z,,), while its algebraic multiplicity m is 
dim ran P(z,,). For all z near z, , dim P(z) = m. 
1.1 PROPOSITION (Steinberg [6]). Th ere is an invertible analytic function 
U(z) defined on a neighborhood N ofq, such that P(q) reduces U(z) T(x) U-l(z). 
In fact, one may take 
UC4 = PC%) PC4 + (I - wdv - P(4). 
Thus in matrix form with respect to the decomposition 
!z- = P(.x,)~ @ (I - P(x,))%, 
(1.2) 
U(x) T(z) W1(z) = (Ft) &) 
where F(z) and E(z) are analytic. Since E(z,) is invertible, E(z) is invertible 
near x0 so that T(z) is invertible iff det F(z) does not vanish. Hence 
1.2 PROPOSITION (Steinberg [6]). If T( ) z is invertible at some point of ~2, 
it is invertible except at isolated points of l2, which are poles of T-l(x) at which 
the principal parts aye of finite rank. 
Of course, detF(z) may vanish identically, in which case T-l(z) exists 
nowhere on IR. The weak order v of the weak zero z, of T(z) is defined in [6] 
to be the order of the zero of detF(z) at x,, ; if det F(x) vanishes identically, 
v = co. A more natural definition is suggested by Corollary 1.6 below; 
in particular, if % is finite dimensional, v is equal to the order of the zero 
of det T(z) at z,, . 
The defect def T of an operator T with closed range 9 is the codimension 
of W. If Q is a projection onto 9, then def T = dim(I - Q) = dim9’-. 
1.3 PROPOSITION. Let z be a weak zero of T(x), Q any projection onto 
the range of T(z,,), and P = I - Q. Then 
T(4 = [Q + (xo - 4pl GM (1.3) 
where G(z) is analytic, G(z) - I is compact, and def G(z,) < defF(z,). 
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If z, is a pole of T-l(z) of order n, then z, is a pole of G-l(z) at order n - 1. 
Proof. In matrix form with respect to 3 = QSY + PX, we have 
Q + (z, - z)P = (" ' 
0 (z. - z)P 1 
so that 
and 
[Q + (z,, - .)P]-’ = Q + (z, - z)-‘P (l-4) 
det(Q + (za - z)P) = (z,, - z)~ (1.5) 
where p = dim P. Since PT(z,,) = 0, we have 
G(z) = [Q + (z, - z)P]-L T(z) = QF(z) - (z - zJ-~ [PT(z) - PT(z,)] 
which is an analytic function. In terms of K(x), 
G(z) - I = QK(z) - P - (z - ,)-I [PI+) - PI+,,)] 
which is compact. Moreover T(z,) = QG(z,), so Q maps ran G(z,) onto 
ran T(z,). Therefore if Q*x* E ran G(z#, then x* E ran T(z,,)l; and hence 
Q*x* = 0, since ker Q* = ran Q’ = ran T(z,,)l; that is 
ran Q* n ran G(x,)l = (0). 
But since %* = ranQ* @ (kerQ)I = ranQ* @ ran T(z#, we must have 
def G(z,) = dim ran G(z,)l < dim ran T(.z# = def T(z,). 
Now suppose T-l(z) has a pole of order n at z, . Since 
T-l(x) = [Q + (z, - .)-‘P] G-l(z), 
G-i(z) must have a pole at z,, of order no less than n - 1. However, 
G-‘(z) = (z,, - z) T-l(z)P + T-l(z)Q. 
The order of the pole of the first term does not exceed n - 1, while if 
Qy = T(z,Jx, we obtain 
(z,, - z)“-l T-l(z)Qy 
= (z, - z)“-l T-‘(z) T(z,,)x 
= (z, - z)n--l x + (z. - z)” T-‘(z){@, - z)-’ (T&)x - T(z)x)}. 
Since this expression is bounded uniformly in z near z, , for each fixed y, 
the principle of uniform boundedness shows that T-l(z)Q has a pole at z, 
of order not exceeding n - 1. 
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1.4 THEOREM. I f  z,, is an isolated weak zero of T(z), there exist finite 
dimensional projections P1 ,..., P,, such that 
V) = (Q1 + (~0 - 4PJ ... (Qn + (xo - W,) G(x) (1.6) 
where G(z) is analytic, G(z) - I is compact, G(z,-,) is invertible, and Qi = I - Pi 
(i = I,..., n). 
The order of the pole of T-l(x) at z,, is n. 
I f  p, = dim Pi (i = l,..., n), then 
Pl 3 P, 3 ... >,A and v=P,+Pz+“‘+PTL. 
Moreover, Q1 projects onto the range of T(z,,), so that P1 = g = dim ker T(x,,). 
Hence, in general, v 3 g and v 3 n. 
Proof. Since x0 is isolated, T-l(z) exists at some point. If n is the order 
of the pole at za , we may apply Proposition 1.3 successively to remove 
exactly n factors, ending with G(z) invertible at z, . If we write T(x) = 
n (z) G(z), then by (1.5), det n (z) = (z - z,J~l+“‘+~n and 
(“’ ) “1 0” I = U(x) II(x) u-‘(z)[I + A(z)] 
where I + A(z) is analytic, of finite rank, and invertible at x,, . Taking 
determinants, we obtain 
det F(z) = (z - z,,)B1+“‘+‘* det(I + A(x)). 
But the last factor is analytic and does not vanish [3]. 
Thus, n = 1 iff v = p, = g, and we obtain 
1.5 COROLLARY. The pole x0 of T-l(x) is simple i. v  = g. 
It is neither necessary nor sufficient for a simple pole that v be equal 
to the algebraic multiplicity m. For the matrix 
x 1 ( 1 x x 
has v =g = 1, but m = 2, while 
0 1 ( > x2 0 
hasv = m = 2, butg = 1. 
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Taking inverses in (1.6) and using (1.4), we find that the coefficient of 
(z - zQn in T-l(z) is G-l(z,,) P, ... Pl ; hence, in general, P, * .. PI does 
not vanish. If  v  = g, we obtain that for a simple pole 
rank Res{T-l(z) : x = z,,} = rank G-r(z,) Pl = rank Pl = g. 
Theorem 1.4 also yields a characterization of V. 
1.6 COROLLARY. For any factorization T(z) = (I + L(z)) A(z) in which 
A(x) is invertible, L(x) has Jinite rank and both are analytic, det(1 + L(z)) 
has a zero of order v  at z, . 
Proof. The ratio of det(1 + L(z)) to det J-J (z) is det(G(x) A-l(x)) which 
is analytic [3] and does not vanish at x,, . 
2. PENCILS OF MATRICES 
We shall now consider a special case of the problem, to which the general 
case will be reduced in the next section. Let N be a nilpotent operator 
on an m-dimensional space 97, and g = dim ker N. If  W is an arbitrary 
operator on 57, then det(N + AW) is a polynomial of degree at most m, 
which vanishes at zero of order v  > g. If  we define D(W : N) to be the 
coeficient of P in det(N + AW), then 
det(N+AW)=hgD(W:N)+.**+PdetW. 
Thus v  = g, so that (N + hW)-l has a simple pole at zero i f f  D( W : N) 
does not vanish. As we shall see below, D( W : N) is a certain g x g sub- 
determinant of the matrix of W in a basis in which N has Jordan form. 
The non-vanishing of D(W : N) has a simple geometric interpretation. 
2.1 THEOREM. D( W : N) does not vanish $7 I = ran N @ W ker N. 
Proof. Choose a basis of % of the form 
e, , Ne, ,..., Nklel ; e2 ,..., NkZez ; . . . ; e, ,..., Nkaeg 
where ui = Nkcei E ker N, i = 1 ,..., g. With respect to this basis, N has 
Jordan form 
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where there are exactly m - g ones and g - 1 zeros on the diagonal below 
the main diagonal, and all other entries of N are zero. In this basis, the 
terms of lowest degree in the expansion of det(N + AW) occur when the 
m - g ones of N are multiplied against g elements of XW. In an expansion 
by cofactors, each of the m - g ones contributes a factor -1, so that 
D(W : N) = (-l)+Dd 
where A is the subdeterminant of W obtained by striking out in W every 
column and row which corresponds to a non-zero element of N. For example, 
if 
0000 
1000 
N= 0000 
i i 0010 
then 
The undeleted column vectors of W are precisely the images under W of 
the vectors ur ,..., u, which span ker N; the undeleted rows of W correspond 
to the components of the column vectors with respect to the elements 
e, ,..., e, , which span a space complementary to ran N. Hence, 
A = deW% , edh.j=l,...,u 
where (., a) is the usual inner product on column vectors. 
Now, since a column vector is in ran N iff its e, ,..., e, components vanish, 
one has 
qw% + ***+agWu,~ranN 
iff 
4% , ej> + .*+ + ff,(Wu, ; ej) = 0, j = l,...,g. 
These equations have trivial solutions iff A # 0; hence, A # 0 ; f f  
wu, ,..., Wu, are linearly independent mod&o ran N. But this occurs iff 
ii? = ran N @ sp{Wu, ,..., Wu,} = ran N @ W ker N. 
2.2 COROLLARY. (N + hW)-l has a simple pole at the origin ;sf 
3Y = ranN@ WkerN. 
The result above suffices for the application in the next section, and has 
been obtained by elementary means. We shall now extend Theorem 2.1 
40913611-2 
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to general regular pencils of matrices, using the canonical form for such 
pencils [2, Vol. 2, Chap. 12, pp. 24-281. 
If V and W are arbitrary 12 x 12 matrices, the pencil V + XW is regular 
iff det( V + XW) does not vanish identically; otherwise it is singular. If 
V + AW is regular, then [2, Theorem 3, p. 281 there exist non-singular 
matrices R and S such that 
R(V + AW)S = (J; ‘I I ,“,,, (2-l) 
where H has only zeros and ones on the first superdiagonal, and J is in 
Jordan form. In terms of operators, this signifies that there are bases e, ,..., e, 
and ui ,..., u, of S such that the matrix of V + hW takes the form (2.1) 
if e, ,..., e, is used as a basis of the domain and ur ,..., u, as a basis of the 
range. 
2.3 PROPOSITION. Let V + AW be a regular pencil of n x m matrices. 
(a) The order v  of the zero of det( V + h W) at the origin is equal to 
the akebraic multiplicity of the eigenvalue xero of J. 
(b) The degree of the polynomial det( V + h W) is equal to the order of J. 
(c) If g = dim ker V, then Y = g i f f  ker J2 = ker J. 
Proof. Since det(I + AH) = 1, we have 
c det(V + AW) = det(J + AI) 
where c = det(RS). Statements (a) and (b) follow immediately. Statement 
(c) follows from (a), since ker V = ker J. 
2.4 THEOREM. If V + AWis regular, then v = g @ran V n W ker V = {O}, 
in which case 9 = ran V @ W ker V. 
Proof. If v = g, then by Proposition 2.3, ker J = ker J2, and we may 
assume that 
where J1 is invertible, so that ker V = sp{e, ,..., e,} and ran V = {u~+~ ,..., u,). 
But W ker V = sp(ui ,..., u,}, since Wei = ui (i = I,...,g) so that 
95 = ran V@ Wker V. 
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Conversely, if v # g, J contains a Jordan block 
of order r, which we may assume to act on e, ,..., e, . But ran B = {uZ ,..., u,} 
and W ker B = W sp{e,.} = sp{u,}, so that u, E ran B n W ker B. 
2.5 COROLLARY. If V + hW is arbitrary, then v = g ~$7 
.% = ran V@ Wker V. 
Proof. It suffices to prove that V + XW is regular if the second condition 
holds. Let Wx, ,.. . , Wx, , Vy, ,. . . , Vy, be a basis of X, where Vx, = ... = 
Vxy = 0, and / x1 j = . ..=/y.I==l.IfT(h)=V+hW,thenT(A)x,=XWxi 
and T(X)y, = Vyj + ei where 1 cj 1 = / AWy, / < 1 h I // W 11. Therefore, if h 
is sufficiently small, but does not vanish, the set {T(X)(h-lxi),..., T(/\)y,) 
differs only slightly from a basis of X, and is therefore also a basis. Hence, 
T(A) is onto and therefore invertible. 
3. A GEOMETRIC CRITERION 
The simple geometric criterion of this section reduces for m = g to the 
criterion of Steinberg [6, Theorem 21, showing that his condition is 
necessary as well as sufficient in case m = g. 
Let 
K(z) = K, + (z - z,)K, + ... 
be the power series expansion of K(z). 
3.1 PROPOSITION. If P(z) = P, + (x - z&4 + ... is the expansion of 
P(z), then PoAP,, = 0. 
Proof. Taking x,, = 0, we have 
P(Z) - P,, = -(1/27ri) j- (A - T(x))-l - (A - T(O))-l dh 
r 
= -(l/274 s, (A - T(O))-l f [(T(x) - T(O))@ - T(O))-l]” dA 
n=o 
= -(l/2,4 s, z(h - T(O))-X,(h - T(O))-l dh + O(z2). 
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Thus, 
PoAPo = --(l/2979 Jr P,(h - T(O))-K&J - T(O))-1Ps dh. (34 
But since [4, p. 1801 
(A - T(o))-lPo = f’,(h - T(O))-1 = h-‘PO + kaDo + --a + A-pll;-l, 
the integrand of (3.1) has zero-residue at the origin. 
It follows that U(z) = I+ zB + a** and U-l(x) = I - zB + ***, where 
B = A(2P0 - I). A simple computation gives 
F(z) = P&(z) T(z) U-l(z)P, = P, + zPOIK, + BT(0) - T(O)B]P, + .*a. 
But P,,BT(O)P,, = P,,BP,,T(O) = 0 by Proposition 3.1; and similarly 
POT(O) BP, = 0. Henze, 
F(z) = T(O)P, + zPOKIP,, + 0(x2) (3.2) 
where z,, = 0. 
3.2 THEOREM. Let N = T(O)P, and W = P,K,P, be operators on P,X. 
The following are equivalent 
(4 v=g 
(b) D(W:N) #0 
(c) 5?=ranT,@Pd;C,kerT, 
Proof. By the argument in the proof of Theorem 2.1 and formula (3.2) 
d(z) = detF(z) = zgD(W: N) + *a. 
since the 0(x2) terms contribute nothing to the lowest order term. Hence, 
(a) and (b) are equivalent. By Theorem 2.1, (b) is also equivalent to 
P& = ranN@ WkerN (3.3) 
But since, in general, ker N = ker T(O), ran T(0) = ran N @ (I- P,)S!Y, 
and 9” = P,,% @ (I- P,,)%, the Eq. (3.3) is equivalent to (c). 
3.3 COROLLARY. The inverse of T(z) has a simple pole at z,, iff the inverse 
of I + K, + (z - x,)K, does. 
Thus the issue of a simple pole is decided by the first two terms of K(z). 
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3.4 COROLLARY (Steinberg [6]). If m = g, then T-l(z) exists and has a 
simple pole at z0 ;sf P& is one-one on ker T(q). 
Proof. If m = g, then N = 0 and D(W : N) = det W. Hence, v = g iff 
det W does not vanish. 
In particular, T(z) is invertible near z = 0 when det W does not vanish 
(cf. M)- 
The factor P(q,) may be dropped in Theorem 3.2(c). 
3.5 COROLLARY. The following are equivalent to v = g: 
(a) I = ran T(z,,) @ ICI ker T(z,,) 
(b) Kr is one-one on ker T(z,) and ran T(z,,) n ICI ker T(z,,) = (0). 
In particular, if m = g, then v = g ifJ K1 is one-one on ker T(z,). 
Proof. Conditions (a) and (b) are equivalent by a dimension argument. 
For every x, (I - P(q,))x E ran T(z,,); hence, x is congruent to P(z,,)x modulo 
ran T(z,). Equivalence of (a) and Theorem 3.2(c) follows. 
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